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Abstract
Two!dimensional simulations of electric arcs in air in a low!voltage circuit breaker have been performed[ For this
purpose\ a compressible hydrodynamic code taking into account the properties of the arc plasma and the electric\
magnetic and radiative phenomena has been developed[ A whole evolution of the arc from its ignition to its stagnation
at the end of the chamber after displacement has been simulated[ The analysis of the results shows the ~ow compression
by the pressure waves and the in~uence of the magnetic forces on the shape and displacement of the arc[ It has been
established that the viscosity has little in~uence on the evolution[ Þ 0887 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Nomenclature
B magnetic induction
c speed of sound
e internal density energy
E total energy
Earc electrical _eld
F Laplace force
h length of arc column
i current
j current density ~ux
p pressure
q ~ux of conduction
r9 perfect gas constant
Rarc arc resistance
Ray net emission of radiation
Sa arc section
T temperature
u bidimensional velocity in the x!direction and y!direc!
tion
WJ Joule energy
z compressibility factor[

 Corresponding author

Greek symbols
l thermal conductivity
m viscosity
m9 vacuum magnetic permeability
r density
s electrical conductivity[

0[ Introduction
Circuit breakers must switch an electrical network as
rapidly as possible when a default occurs[ Their defective
working may have serious consequences[ The inter!
ruption of an electrical circuit occurs always through the
creation of an electrical arc between the electrodes of the
circuit breaker[ Typically the life time of an electrical arc
is 09 ms\ half period of current[ During this short time
very high temperatures exist[ It leads to the erosion of
the arc contacts and of the circuit breaker walls[ The
knowledge of the arc behaviour and the prediction of the
~ow around the arc inside the chamber by numerical
simulation is highly useful due to the di.culty to obtain
physical quantities with experimental means[ Despite the
di.culties in having a realistic model of the circuit
breaker arc\ the numerical approach is then an interesting
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tool to obtain more precise information on the arc
behaviour[
Many works have been published in the literature in
the experimental _eld "Haug et al[ ð0Ł ^ Sponck et al[
ð1Ł# or numerical simulation "Gleizes et al[ ð2Ł#[ Authors
studied more precisely the interaction of the arc and the
gas ~ow "Ikeda et al[ ð3Ł ^ Trepanier et al[ ð4Ł ^ Thiel and
Rutten ð5Ł ^ Verite et al[ ð6Ł# and the instability of the arc
column "Blundell and Fang ð7Ł#[
In this work\ we have performed a two!dimensional
simulation of the arc in a cross!section plane at mid!
way between the two electrodes[ As a result a particular
emphasis was laid on the lateral con_nement of the arc
and the electrodes e}ects were neglected[ The model is
based on the compressible NavierÐStokes and energy
equations including electric\ magnetic and radiative con!
tributions with real thermodynamic properties[ The arc
was computed throughout an interruption operation and
a particular stress has been put on the e}ects of the
pressure\ of the magnetic forces and of the viscosity on
the arc behaviour[

ties are strongly variable as a function of temperature
and pressure[ Such a ~uid can be treated as a {continuum|
because it is {collision dominated|\ i[e[ the mean free paths
for particle collisions are smaller than the characteristic
length for macroscopic changes[ In our conditions the
local thermodynamic equilibrium is valid[
The ~uid is described by the compressible NavierÐ
Stokes equations coupled with an energy equation and a
state law[ The state of the ~uid is then characterized by
the following thermodynamic variables ] the pressure p\
the temperature T and the density r[ The other variables
appearing in the equations are ] the total energy E and
internal energy density e\ the speed of sound c\ the
coe.cient of compressibility z\ the electrical conductivity
s\ the thermal conductivity l\ the dynamical viscosity m
and the velocity u[ The governing equations can then be
written as follows ]
, Mass conservation equation
1r
¦div "ru#  9[
1t
, Momentum conservation equation

1[ Con_guration\ model and numerical treatment
1[0[ Con_`uration
We studied an electrical arc in a model circuit breaking
chamber presented in Fig[ 0 with the geometrical charac!
teristic dimensions[ This breaking chamber is used to
obtain experimental values for the electrical arc in low
voltage[ The arc is initiated by the displacement of a
mobile contact which opens the circuit[ The electrical arc
initially created between the mobile contact and the upper
electrode settles quickly between the two electrodes[ It is
then moved by the electromagnetic forces towards the
extinguishing zone of the chamber[ We can de_ne charac!
teristic scales for this study ] the scale of length is the
centimetre\ the scale of time is the millisecond and\ then\
the scale of velocity is 09 m s−0[
Our approach is a two!dimensional simulation in a
horizontal plane\ perpendicular to the side walls "see Fig[
0#[ In this plane\ the in~uence of the side walls is privi!
leged and the arc column which is considered as vertical
and independent of the vertical coordinate appears
through its cross!section[ To perform such a simulation
of the arc behaviour in the breaking chamber\ di}erent
assumptions have to be made "Rachard ð02Ł#[ They are
presented hereafter[
1[1[ Model
The electrical arc is a plasma\ i[e[ made up with a
mixture of ions\ electrons and neutral particles[ As a
result\ the simulated medium di}ers greatly from a classi!
cal room temperature gas[ The thermodynamic proper!

1ru
¦div "ru = u¦pI#  div "t#¦F
1t
where t is the stress due to the viscosity forces[
t  m"p\ T#"grad u¦gradt u#−12 m"p\ T# div "uI#\ and F the
Laplace force[ I is the unit matrix[
, Ener`y conservation equation
1E
¦div ""E¦p#u#  div "tu#¦div "q#¦WJ−Ray
1t
where q  −l"p\ T# grad "T# is the ~ux of conduction\
WJ the Joule energy and Ray the net emission of radiation[
, The state law equation permits the number of equa!
tions to match the number of unknowns[
1[2[ Joule effect
The electrical arc is a partially ionized gas and has a
high capacity of conducting electricity\ mainly through
the free electrons[ For the air\ this electrical conductivity
s is zero at the usual temperatures\ until 4999 K[ From
this value it increases signi_cantly[ The global resistance
of the arc can be written in the form ] Rarc  "h:ÐSa s ds#[
h and Sa are the geometrical characteristics of the arc
column\ h its length and Sa its section corresponding to
the conducting zone[
Concerning the electrical _eld Earc in the arc column\
we consider that Earc is oriented normally to the simu!
lation plane with a spatially constant intensity only vary!
ing with time[ The current density ~ux j"x\ y\ t# is derived
from the knowledge of current i"t#\ imposed by the power
supply installation and the arc section Sa[ The Ohm|s law
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Fig[ 0[ Model of breaking chamber used for the validations of modelisation[ Illustration of the numerical study plane[

gives a relation between the current density j and the
electrical _eld Earc ]
j"x\ y\ t#  s"x\ y\ t#Earc"t#
which gives
Earc"t# 

i"t#
[
ÐSa s ds

The Joule e}ect which is the electrical energy spent
through the arc is then determined by the relation ]
1
WJ"x\ y\ t#  s"x\ y\ t#Earc
"t#[

1[3[ Radiation model
The radiation emitted by the plasmas has a spectral
distribution which depends on the temperature and the

density[ As the radiation is escaping the plasma\ emission
and absorption phenomena occur along the path[ The
radiative ~ux divergence in an elementary volume cor!
responds to the di}erence between the radiative power of
this volume and the radiation absorbed by the volume ]
this radiative ~ux divergence is called net emission[ In
our model\ this quantity is tabulated as a function of
the temperature\ the pressure and the concentration of
metallic vapours coming from the electrodes vaporization
ð8Ł[ With this net emission term introduced in the energy
equation\ the radiative transfer is taken into account as
net losses in the hot zones[ The cold ambient gas is
assumed to be transparent\ and the possible transfer to
the cold zones by absorption of radiation by the lateral
walls is not considered[
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1[4[ Thermodynamical model and state law
In the composition of dry air plasmas\ we can note the
presence of concentration peaks of various species[ The
plasma composition is function of the gas temperature\
its variations corresponding to molecules dissociation[ As
a consequence\ the thermodynamical properties change
strongly with temperature and pressure[ By a theoretical
approach\ Cheminat ð09Ł has calculated these properties\
namely\ the dynamical viscosity m"p\ T#\ the thermal con!
ductivity l"p\ T#\ the electrical conductivity s"p\ T# and
the compressibility factor z"p\ T#[
z"p\ T#  "p:rr9T# is introduced in the usual perfect
gas equation as a multiplicative factor to take into
account the variations of the plasma composition[
1[5[ Ma`netic induction and Laplace force
The magnetic induction in the circuit breaker is created
either by the conductive elements present in the breaker
"electrodes and metallic parts# or by the arc itself[ The
_rst contribution constitutes an outer _eld which will
move the arc globally "see Fig[ 1#[ The second con!
tribution will rather act on the static structure of the
arc[ The attraction between the current lines induces a
contraction of the arc column which prevents the arc
spreading[ This phenomenon is called {striction|[ The
in~uence from both magnetic _eld sources is considered
in our model[ To determine the magnetic induction due

to the electrodes\ we use the BiotÐSavart|s law giving the
induction created at a point M by a linear conductor ]
B"M# 

g

m9i dl g r
3p l r2

"0#

where dl represents an element of the conductor and r is
the vector joining the element and M[ For a point M in
the plane at mid!height between the two electrodes\ the
magnetic induction takes the value m9i:3ph[ In fact\ as the
induction grows strongly near the electrodes\ this value
is underestimated and would not account for the real
induction acting on the whole arc column[ It is better
to consider a mean magnetic induction\ Þ
B
"m9i:3p# Ðh9 ð"dz:"h−z##Ł\ where h9\ close to h\ is the length
of integration\ or Þ
B  "m9i:1ph#K
Þ\ where K
Þ is a constant
depending on h9[ Practically\ di}erent values of K
Þ have
been used\ between K
Þ  4[3 and K
Þ  19[ We have also
taken into account the fact that the arc has a thickness
along x[ The current in the electrodes decreases from the
complete value at the level of the arc tail to small values
at the level of the arc head which corresponds to the last
current lines[
Concerning the induction due to the arc itself "self
induction#\ we assume that the arc is built up by elemen!
tary _laments with known current density[ The self induc!
tion at a point M of the arc section is the sum of the
contributions of the di}erent _laments issued from the
points K of the arc section ] BSa"M#  SK$Sa\KM BK"M#[

Fig[ 1[ Direction of principal electromagnetic _eld[ The self magnetic induction and the resulting forces "{{striction||# are not represented[
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Each contribution BK"M# is evaluated by the BiotÐ
Savart|s law ðequation "0#Ł[
The Laplace force is F  j g B\ where B is the total
magnetic induction\ sum of the inductions created by the
electrodes and by the arc itself[
1[6[ Numerical method
The resolution of the problem\ characterized by high
speed compressible ~ows with sharply varying gradients
between the very hot electrically conducting zones and
the cold zones\ needs a speci_c numerical method[ We
use a method which was initially developed for transonic
and supersonic ~ows ð00Ł[ This method uses a _nite
element approximation for the di}usive terms and a _nite
volume approximation for the convective terms[ As in
most numerical methods used in compressible ~ows\ the
treatment of these convective terms is based on the
characteristic directions of propagating waves[ Also one
of the problems is to approximate with precision the
sound velocity for high temperature thermodynamic
states for which the perfect gas state law does not apply[
The method implemented in the code is based on the
one developed by Glaister ð01Ł for the non viscous ~ows
"Euler equations# of real gases with a state law of the
form p  f "r\ e#[ Adjustments have been necessary hence
in our problem\ the state law is not known explicitly\ but
through the tabulated values of the compressibility factor
z"p\ T# ð02Ł[
The numerical scheme is explicit in time with a time
step Dt limited by a CFL stability condition[ The dis!
cretization is of second order in time and it is of _rst
order in space[
The imposed boundary conditions are based on the
study of hyperbolic systems with the methods of charac!
teristics[ The boundary conditions depend on the type of
boundaries and on the nature of the ~ow[ In our problem\
these conditions are simple as we are concerned by solid
boundaries and subsonic ~ows[ We use no!slip conditions
with wall temperature forced to 299 K[

2[ Characteristic evolution of the electrical arc in a
closed chamber
Before studying the in~uence of di}erent contributions
on the arc behaviour\ we _rst present a characteristic
evolution of the electrical arc in the breaking chamber[
2[0[ Parameters of the simulation
The chamber is considered as completely closed with
impervious rigid walls[ These walls are maintained at a
_xed temperature of 299 K ^ this condition\ although
approximate\ is better than an adiabatic condition
because it allows loss of energy at the walls[ In the cal!
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culation\ the arc is initiated through a local injection of
energy just ahead of the mobile contact[ This energy
corresponds to a power density of 1×0900 W m−2[ When
the temperature is locally 09 999 K\ which corresponds
to a time of 16[4 ms\ the forced heating is stopped but as
the ~uid is now conductive\ the current is then imposed[
The Joule e}ect becomes e}ective and the arc can then
develop[ The peak of the sinusoidal current is 1309 A\ its
frequency is 59 Hz[ The lifetime of the electrical arc is on
6 ms[ Experimentally\ in the same conditions the arc
crosses the model cavity in 1 ms[
2[1[ Characteristic evolution
This initialization represents a wire fuse ignition of an
arc[ The arc apparition corresponds to a very quick and
intense heating\ as an explosive phenomenon[ A pressure
wave is then generated which moves across the cavity
with a diminishing intensity[ The arc changes quickly
from its initial circular shape to an ellipsoidal shape\
essentially due to the lateral walls con_nement[ The arc
temperature grows sharply during the _rst 099 ms\ reach!
ing a maximal level of 06 499 K before decreasing slowly
until stabilization at a mean level of 04 999 K around
t  499 ms "Fig[ 2#[
In the case presented here\ the arc does not move much
inside the cavity but rather spreads to _ll the whole width
of the cavity[ The magnetic force due to the electrodes
seems to be not su.cient to push the arc ^ it is the thermal
expansion limited by the magnetic striction which
appears to be predominant[ During the _rst part of the
evolution until 399 ms\ the pressure waves play a major
role[ They travel through the length of the cavity within
a time of 099 ms[ They are visible on the pressure _elds
"Fig[ 3#\ but also on the velocity vector _elds as they
strongly in~uence the ~ow in the breaking chamber
through the associated speed wave[ For example at
t  199 ms\ the main pressure wave initiated on the right
of the arc has been re~ected on the rightmost wall and
travelling then towards the left it interacts with the arc[
This pressure wave is clearly visible in Fig[ 4 on the
velocity _eld\ as it forces the velocities towards the left[
It in~uences also directly the behaviour of the arc\ which
happens to be compressed and to recede slightly as the
wave passes[ After t  399 ms\ the pressure wave is
strongly attenuated and it does not perturb signi_cantly
the further evolution of the arc[ The typical structure of
the ~ow around the arc can then be observed "Fig[ 5#[
In the hot arc core the velocities are created towards
the right whereas colder ~uid is carried reversely along
the lateral walls from the front of the arc to its back[
The resulting velocity _eld in the plasma consists in two
symmetrical vortices on each side of the longitudinal
symmetry axis of the cavity "Fig[ 5#[ These vortices have
been already mentioned\ for instance by Jones and Fang
ð03Ł[ These plasma velocities which result from the mag!
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Fig[ 2[ Isotherms at t  499 ms[ Characteristic shape of the arc[

Fig[ 3[ Isovalues of pressure at t  299 ms[ Note the presence of pressure waves due to the extremely rapid arc ignition and of an
overpressure "299 mb# in the arc column[

Fig[ 4[ Velocity vector _eld at t  199 ms[ Note the strong back~ow due to a left moving pressure wave[

Fig[ 5[ Velocity vector _eld at t  499 ms[ Note the presence of the characteristic symmetric two vortices ~ow[
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netic force counterbalanced by the pressure gradients and
the inertia and viscous forces are about 099 m s−0\ but
the arc displacement velocity is much weaker "09 m s−0#[
This di}erence can be explained by the very weak density
of the hot plasma[ The strong velocities in the arc core
a}ect few particles which are not able to push away the
more dense external gas[ As a result of the weak density\
the arc seems to behave like a rigid medium[ In our study
the arc is similar to a moving piston\ which results in a
di}erence of pressure between the front and the back of
the arc[ A systematic overpressure is also observed in the
hot arc zone[
The variation of the electrical quantities can be
observed during the lifetime of the arc[ The time evol!
ution of the arc resistance is presented in Fig[ 6[ This
resistance varies as the inverse of ÐSa s ds and depends
strongly on the temperature and size of the arc[ It
decreases sharply during the _rst 099 ms\ i[e[ during the
time when the size and the temperature of the arc increase
strongly[ At about 199 ms the resistance presents a peak
corresponding to the contraction of the arc as the
pressure wave passes "the other interactions of the pres!
sure waves with the arc are not so well visible#[ The arc
resistance decreases then more slowly as the charac!
teristics of the arc "temperature and size# become more
steady[ The voltage and the electric _eld "characteristic
values\ respectively ] 79 V\ 2999 V m−0# which depend on
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the arc resistance through the Ohm|s law present similar
evolutions[
Some precisions on the dynamical equilibrium inside
the cavity can be obtained through dimensionless num!
bers related to the momentum equation[ These numbers
are evaluated from the characteristic velocity U of the
hot plasma "about 099 m s−0#\ the characteristic length
D which is the transversal length of the breaking
chamber\ and thermodynamical properties ]
*The magnetic pressure number S  "B1:m9rU1# which
corresponds to the ratio of the two dominant terms
determining the arc motion\ the magnetic force F and
the pressure force div "pI# ðS can be noted as
S  "0:Al 1# where Al is the Alfven number used in
astrophysicsŁ[ The pressure term is about 4[095 N m−2
and depending on the constant K\ the magnetic term
may vary between 096 and 4×096 N m−2\ which gives
for S a value about several unities[ The two forces
balance each other[
*The usual Reynolds number ] Re  "rUD:m#[ Its value
is weak in the hot zone "Re ¼ 09# and stronger outside
"Re ¼ 09 999#\ which indicates that the occurrence of
turbulence would be only possible outside the arc zone[
*At last the weak value of the magnetic Reynolds num!
ber ] Rem  PrmRe ¼ 9[91 "Prm  m9"m:r# is the mag!
netic Prandtl number# indicates that the induced mag!

Fig[ 6[ Variation with time of the arc resistance*2 phases may be noted[ During the _rst 099 ms\ the arc resistance decreases sharply\
the arc is growing[ At t  199 ms\ a little peak shows the arc compression by a pressure wave[ Beyond t  399 ms\ the arc resistance
decreases slowly\ which means that the arc size and temperature are more steady[ The corresponding voltage in the arc decreases from
079 to 49 V[
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netic _eld "connected to perturbations by the ~uid
motions# can be neglected to the outside imposed mag!
netic _eld[

"beyond t  0[4 ms#\ the arc temperature _eld is less
homogeneous "Fig[ 7# and the velocity _eld is strongly
non uniform[
3[1[ Striction force

3[ In~uence of the magnetic force on the arc behaviour
3[0[ Electrodes ma`netic force ] dynamic and sta`nant
cases
In the breaking chamber the ~ow and arc dynamics are
considerably changed when the intensity of the electrodes
magnetic Laplace force is modi_ed[ In the previous
section\ a rather stagnant arc was presented[ Increasing
the magnetic force leads to more dynamic cases[ One of
them which is closer to the experimental observations
and for which the arc moves to the right endwall within
a time of around 0[4 ms is presented hereafter[
In Fig[ 7 is given the time evolution of the temperature
_eld\ it may be noted that the arc is generally smaller and
slightly colder than in the stagnant case[ In fact\ the arc
moves more easily and the cooling by the exchanges with
the surrounding gas is improved[ However the balance
between the di}erent thermal contributions "principally
the Joule heating and the radiation losses# still gives a
mean temperature close to 04 999 K[ Around t  0 ms\
an increase of the temperature is observed which is con!
nected to stronger current densities due to the decrease of
the arc section[ Some hot areas with a mean temperature
around 5999 K also persist behind the arc within the
domain that was crossed over by the arc[ In these zones
a new arc may appear which could lead to the failure of
the breakdown[
The pressure levels are also stronger than in the stag!
nant case[ The piston e}ect created by the arc dis!
placement is responsible for the strong pressures observed
ahead of the arc in the closed chamber[ Behind the arc
the pressure decreases regularly until the left endwall
"Fig[ 8#[
The action of the force due to the electrodes magnetic
_eld should induce a continuous acceleration of the arc
"moreover this force increases as the square of the increas!
ing current#[ In fact this acceleration is mainly e}ective
during the _rst part of its displacement corresponding to
a time of 799 ms[ Afterwards the arc speed rather
decreases because of the increasingly compressed gas
ahead of it[ The mean arc speed is around 29 m s−0 which
still is a small value compared to the velocities in the hot
plasma which vary between 49 and 299 m s−0[ After the
attenuation of the pressure waves\ the typical two!vortex
velocity structure is obtained[ This structure seems glo!
bally transported during the displacement of the arc[
Behind the arc in the whole domain at 5999 K a quite
uniform backward velocity _eld is observed\ kind of drag
~ow induced by the moving arc[
At last\ when the arc gets close to the right endwall

In order to obtain more information on the role of the
striction force\ the stagnant case has been recomputed
without this force[ In this new case\ as can be seen in Fig[
09\ the arc has not a global homogeneous displacement
but rather spreads out in the direction of the electrodes
magnetic force[ At t  2 ms\ the arc front has progressed
towards the right endwall while the arc tail is still near
the mobile contact[ The arc has then lost its concentrated
circular shape[ These indications show that the striction
force allows the arc to keep its coherence but also
restrains its displacement[
The two!vortex velocity structure "Fig[ 00# persists
without striction force but the structure is stretched and
occupy the whole arc zone[ During the arc evolution\ as
shown in Fig[ 01\ the pressure _eld is quasi mono!
dimensional\ uniform behind the arc\ linearly increasing
within the arc domain\ and still uniform at a higher
pressure level ahead of the arc[ The overpressure
observed previously in the arc zone is not obtained\ which
indicates that it comes from the striction force and it
creates an e}ect opposed to the latter[ The thermal expan!
sion is also a phenomenon opposed to the striction force[
It corresponds to motion of ~uid particles outwards of
the zones with increasing temperature and towards the
zones with decreasing temperature[ A computation per!
formed without any magnetic force has shown that the
velocities created by thermal expansion can be important\
up to 099 m s−0\ during the _rst 099 ms when the tem!
perature of the arc increases strongly and that they can
lead to a quicker expansion of the arc compared to what is
obtained only by di}usion[ Later these velocities diminish
and become rather small after 499 ms when the tem!
perature in the arc is stabilized[ In a real case "with mag!
netic forces# the strong thermal expansion during the
initial arc temperature increase is in direct competition
with the strong striction forces which tend to squeeze the
arc column[
3[2[ Summary
The typical two!vortex velocity structure is due to the
electrodes magnetic force[ This force pushes the hot
plasma zones towards the right endwall[ The stronger
it is\ the quicker the arc displacement[ Because of this
displacement\ this force is also responsible for over!
pressures localized ahead of the electrical arc which acts
like a piston[
The striction force allows the arc to remain compact
and induces overpressure in the arc zone[ This force is
also in competition with the thermal expansion which
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Fig[ 7[ Dynamic case[ Evolution of the arc given through temperature _elds taken at di}erent times[ The arc velocity increases during
the _rst 799 Ms and then decreases due to the presence of the chamber end[ Its temperature is generally about 04 999 K and then
decreases to 01 499 K beyond t  1 ms[ The arc drag is at about 5999 K[

is a relatively important phenomenon during the initial
temperature increase[
The magnetic forces do not really in~uence the mean
temperature in the arc which is principally determined by
the balance between the Joule e}ect and the losses by
radiation[

4[ In~uence of the viscosity
This in~uence has been studied in the dynamic case by
comparing the results with a speci_c simulation where
the viscosity and the walls adherence have not been taken
into account[
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Fig[ 8[ Dynamic case[ Pressure _eld at t  399 ms[ Overpressure in the arc column and ahead of the arc[ The pressure increases globally
with time in the chamber[

Fig[ 09[ Case without striction force[ Isotherns at t  2 ms[ Spreading of the arc[

Fig[ 00[ Case without striction force[ Velocity _eld and isotherms at t  0[4 ms[ The characteristic two!vortex velocity structure is
stretched[ At the arc boundaries\ the velocities show the thermal expansion[

A comparison between the two evolutions shows that
the results are very similar "temperature level\ size of
the arc\ velocity intensities [ [ [#[ Some di}erences can be
observed on the pressure levels and on the velocities[ As
it can be seen on the longitudinal pro_les of pressure in
Fig[ 02\ the pressure levels are weaker without viscosity[
Concerning the velocity\ the absence of viscous stresses

allows the arc to move slightly more quickly\ the arc
reaching the right!endwall within 0[1 ms compared to 0[4
ms if viscosity is taken into account[ The ~ow moving
back along the walls on each side of the arc is easier in
the absence of viscosity "see Fig[ 03 for t  099 ms#[ This
back~ow limits slightly the lateral expansion of the arc[
At last\ the transverse velocity pro_les obtained in the
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Fig[ 01[ Case without striction force[ Isovalues of pressure at t  2 ms[ Warm gases are compressed in the right part of the chamber
due to the arc displacement "piston e}ect#[ The overpressure in the arc column has disappeared[

Fig[ 02[ Comparison between two cases\ with and without viscosity[ Longitudinal pressure pro_els at t  099 ms and t  499 ms[ The
bumps on the pro_les correspond to the overpressure in the arc zone[

drag ~ow behind the arc "see Fig[ 03 for t  499 ms# show
that the two near!wall back ~ows are still present without
viscosity whereas they have joined to give an almost
parabolic drag ~ow in the viscous case[

5[ Conclusion
We used a numerical compressible code to simulate the
physical phenomena occurring during a current inter!
ruption operation[ It seems that the ~uid compressibility
coupled with a judicious treatment of state law is an

important feature for the simulation of very hot gases
~ows as plasmas in cold gases[
The arc has been simulated during a few milliseconds[
We have shown at the beginning of the simulation that
the pressure waves generated by the extremely rapid arc
ignition have a strong in~uence on the arc shape and its
displacement[ Later\ overpressures are found in the arc
zone due to the magnetic striction force and ahead of the
arc due to the arc displacement induced by the electrodes
magnetic force[ The temperature level and the size of the
arc _rst increase rapidly\ and then stabilize when the
temperature approaches a value of 04 999 K as a conse!
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Fig[ 03[ Comparison between two cases\ with and without viscosity[ Longitudinal pressure pro_els at t  099 ms and t  499 ms[ The
bumps on the pro_les correspond to the overpressure in the arc zone[

quence of the balance which prevails between Joule
energy production and radiation losses[ Depending on
the electrodes magnetic _eld intensity\ the arc can be
stagnant or very rapid "the displacement velocity can be
up to 29 m s−0#[ The velocities are still more intense in
the plasma and the ~ow appears in the form of typical
two vortices[ The striction forces maintain the coherence
of the arc which otherwise would spread under the in~u!
ence of the thermal expansion and of the electrodes mag!
netic forces[ During the arc displacement\ a drag ~ow is
observed behind the arc with a temperature around 5999
K[ As regards the viscosity\ it seems that it has not an
important in~uence on the results mentioned[
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